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Abstract 
A biclique cover (resp. biclique decomposition) of a bipartite graph B is a family of complete 
bipartite subgraphs of B whose edges cover (resp. partition) the edges of B. The minimum 
cardinality of a biclique cover (resp. biclique decomposition) is denoted by s-dim(B) (resp. 
.r-part(B)). The decision problems associated with the computation of s-dim and .s-~~~rt are NP- 
complete for general bipartite graphs; the decision problem associated to s-dim is NP-complete 
for bipartite chordal graphs, and polynomial for bipartite distance-hereditary graphs, for bipartite 
convex graphs and for bipartite C4-free graphs. We show here that for bipartite domino-free 
graphs (a strict generalization of bipartite distance-hereditary graphs and bipartite C4-free graphs), 
s-dim and s-part are equal and can be computed in O(n x m) time. Moreover, we propose a 
O(n x m) time algorithm to check the domino-free property and to build the Cialois lattice of 
such graphs. 6 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
@words: Bipartite domino-free graphs; Complete bipartite graphs (or bicliques); Minimum 
biclique cover; Minimum biclique decomposition; Galois lattice 
1. Introduction 
The problem of covering the edges of a bipartite graph by complete bipartite sub- 
graphs (or bicliques for short) arises in many areas: automata and language theories 
[7], graphs [S], partial orders [8] and has applications for graph compression [ 121, in 
artificial intelligence [18] and in biology [lb]. 
A biclique cover (resp. biclique decomposition) of a graph G is a family of complete 
bipartite subgraphs of G whose edges cover (resp. partition) the edges of G. The 
minimum cardinality of a biclique cover (also called bipartite dimension of G or d(G) 
in [.5], K,(G) in [15], /I(G) in 1121 and set-dimension of G in [18] for G bipartite) is 
denoted by s-dim(G); in the following, s-part(G) denotes the minimum cardinality of 
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a biclique decomposition of G. Throughout this paper, we only consider biclique cover 
and biclique decomposition of bipartite graphs. 
In fact, it has been shown that computing s-dim(B) for a bipartite graph B is poly- 
nomially equivalent to 
l computing the ambiguous rank of a boolean matrix [7]. 
l computing the size of a minimum boolean basis of a O-l matrix A4 (that is the 
minimum number of blocks of M - submatrix which are constantly 1 - such that 
each 1 entry in A4 belongs to at least one of these blocks) [12]. 
l computing the 2-dimension of a lattice L (that is the smallest k such that L has an 
embedding in (0, l}k) [5, 81. 
l computing the smallest edge coloring of B such that two non-incident edges not 
belonging both to an induced cycle of length 4 (or for short C4) have different 
colors [5, 151. 
l computing the minimal number of specificities required in order to explain a given 
set of human leukocyte antigen reactions [ 161. 
The decision problem corresponding to s-dim has been proved NP-complete for 
general bipartite graphs [ 171 and even for chordal bipartite graphs [ 151. 
To our knowledge, the largest classes for which the s-dim problem is polynomial 
are: 
1. Bipartite C4-free graphs, which are bipartite graphs without induced subgraph iso- 
morphic to the C4 [ 151. 
2. Bipartite distance-hereditary graphs [ 151. Several characterizations exist for this class 
[4]; we take here the following: a bipartite graph B is distance-hereditary if and only 
if every cycle of length greater or equal than 6 has at least two chords. 
3. Bipartite convex graphs [6, 12, 131. We take the following characterization: B is 
a bipartite convex graph if and only if its adjency matrix has the consecutive l’s 
property [4], i.e. is an interval matrix [12]. The proof for this class can be deduced 
from the trivial statement that the minimum biclique cover problem on bipartite 
convex graphs is exactly the minimum boolean basis problem on interval matrix, 
and, from [13] which shows that: “the boolean basis problem on interval matrix is 
exactly the interval basis problem and is well solved by [6]“. 
The decision problem associated with s-purt has also been proved NP-complete for 
general bipartite graphs [9], but does not seem to have been widely studied otherwise. 
In the following, a domino is the 6-cycle with exactly one chord shown in Fig. 1. 
Bipartite domino-free graphs are graphs without induced subgraph isomorphic to a 
domino. By definition, neither bipartite C4-free graphs nor bipartite distance-hereditary 
graphs have any induced domino. Inversely, a bipartite domino-free graph may have 
induced C4, or cycles of length greater or equal than 6 without chords: so the class 
of bipartite domino-free graphs is a strict generalization of the two former 
classes. 
The main result of this paper is that for any bipartite domino-free graph B, s-dim 
and s-part are equal and can be computed in O(n x m) time, where n and m are 
respectively the number of vertices and the number of edges of B. To our knowledge, 
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Fig. I. The domino 
it is the first non trivial polynomial class allowing chordless cycles. Fig. 7 shows the 
hierarchy of several classes of bipartite graphs (extracted from [4]) and presents for 
each of them the computational complexity of the decision problems associated with 
s-dim and s-part. 
Incidently, as the jump number of a bipartite distance-hereditary graph is polyno- 
mially related to its s-dim parameter (cf. [14]), our algorithm improves the 0(m2) 
time algorithm proposed in [14] to compute the jump number parameter for these 
graphs. 
We have shown in [2] that for bipartite domino-free graphs the number of maximal 
bicliques is at most m; the same property holds for bipartite chordal graphs [IO], so 
this is not a sufficient condition to ensure the polynomiality of the s-dim problem. In 
the case of domino-free bipartite graphs, their Galois lattices have structural properties 
which allow to compute s-dim in polynomial time; besides, we can build this lattice 
in O(nxm) time. 
The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 2 gives definitions and no- 
tations. Section 3 gives some fundamental properties of bipartite domino-free graphs. 
Section 4 establishes that we can restrict the problem to a subclass: the bipartite 
domino-free simplified graphs. Section 5 then shows how to compute s-dim by using 
the Galois lattice associated with these graphs. Finally. Sections 6 and 7 give O(n x m) 
time algorithms to check the domino-free property and to build the associated Galois 
lattice. 
2. Definitions and notation 
Throughout this paper, a bipartite graph B is a finite, simple and undirected graph 
defined by (&, &, EB). X, and & partition the vertices of B into two independent sets. 
EB denotes the set of edges of B. The number of vertices and the number of edges of 
B are respectively denoted by n and m. 
For any vertex x of B we denote its neighborhood by N(x) = {y ) {x, y} E ES}, that 
is the set of all vertices adjacent to x; its degree is denoted by d(x) = IN(x)/. By Z(x) 
we denote the set of edges incident with x, Z(x) = {{x, v} E EB 1 y E N(x)}. 
The bipartite subgraph of B induced by X C & and Y (I yS is denoted by B(X, Y). 
A biclique K of B is a pair (X, Y) such that X CX,, Y C &, X and Y are nonempty 
and B(X, Y) is a complete bipartite subgraph of B. The set of edges of K is X x Y and 
is denoted by EK. 
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Z”(B) = {K; = (Xi, Yi)} (resp. Z+&(B) g x(B)) is the set of all bicliques (resp. max- 
imal bicliques) of B. 
For any K1, K2 E AC(B), K2 - K1 is the subgraph of B defined by (X(EK,\EK, ), 
Y(EK, \EK, 1, EKE \EK, ). 
A star is an n-vertex graph with n - 1 vertices of degree 1 and 1 vertex of degree 
n - 1, the center of the star. 
Y(B) C SC(B) (resp. 9f&(B) 2 ,&(B)) is the set of all stars (resp. maximal stars) 
of B; p(B)= %(B)\Y(B) (resp. TM(B) = X’&(B)\~M(B)) is the set of all non-star 
bicliques (resp. maximal non-star bicliques) of B. 
A partially ordered set will be denoted by P = (V, <r), where V is the ground set 
of elements and ==zp is the order relation i.e., an antisymmetric, antireflexive and tran- 
sitive relation whose element (x, y) E <.,, are written as x cp y (x, y E V) with the usual 
interpretation. When we talk about the reflexive closure of cp, we use the notation 
6 ,,. Two elements x, y E V are compurable in P if x 6, y or y Gp x; otherwise they are 
said to be incomparable. A total order is a partial order without incomparable pairs. 
The transitive reduction of a partially ordered set P is the directed acyclic graph with 
vertex set V and arc set E with (x, y) E E if and only if x cp y and there is no z E V 
such that x cpz and z cpy; it is sometimes called the Hasse diagram of P. 
3. Some properties of bipartite domino-free graphs 
3.1. s-dim and s-part are equal for bipartite domino-free graphs 
Property 3.1. Let B be a bipartite graph and K1 = (XI, Yl), K2 = (X2, Y2) E S&t(B) two 
maximal bicliques of B such that KI # Kz. Then XI c X2 H Y2 c Yr. 
Theorem 3.1. Let B be a bipartite gruph. Then B is domino-free if und only if 
vK1, K2 E .?f$(B) such that KI # K2 and EK, 0 EKE # 8, one of these stutements is true: 
(i) XI cX2 und Y~c Y,; (ii) X~CXI and YI c Y, 
Proof. (+) Let K1 and K2 be two maximal bicliques sharing a common edge {x, y} 
and such that (i) and (ii) are false. From Property 3.1 we can deduce (a) Xl\X2 # 0, 
(b) X2\-% #0, Cc> J'1\Y2#'& (4 Y2\Y1 f@. 
_ pick xl in Xr\X2 (a) and y2 in Y~\YI (d) such that {XI, yz} $ Es (if Y2\Y1 &N(xI) 
then, as Yr n Y2 C N(xl), YZ C N(x, ) and KZ is not a maximal biclique); 
pick x2 in &\XI (b) and yr in Yr\Y2 (c) such that {XZ,YI} $EB. 
Then, {x, y,xl , yl } and {x. y,x~, YZ} induce two C4 of B that share the edge {x, y} 
and, as {XI, ~2) and (x2, yr} 6 Es, {x, y xl, YI,XZ, ~2) is the domino of Fig. 2. 
(+) If B has a domino induced by {x, y,xr, yr,xz, ~2) with chord {x, y} (cf. Fig. 2), 
there is KI E G&(B) such that KI contains the C4 {x, y,x~, yr} and KZ E S&(B) con- 
taining the C4 {x, y,x2, ~2). Since {XI, ~2) @‘Es, XI E XI \XZ, so (i) is false. Similarly, 
we obtain (ii) false. q 
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Fig. 2. Proof of Theorem 3. I. 
Definition 3.1. Let B be a bipartite graph and KI, KZ E .X‘(B) such that KI # Kz. We 
say that KI cut properly K2 if and only if K2 - K, is a biclique of B or EKE c EK,. 
Lemma 3.1. Let B he u bipartite domino7fiec graph und K2 e .?F(B). Then K2 is 
properly cut by uny KI E #xi,(B) dflercnt ,fkom Kz. 
Proof. The nontrivial case is for EK: Q EK, and K2 is not a star (the property to be a 
star is an hereditary property with respect to edge deletion). 
Then, let Kj E Z&B) such that EK: 2 EKE. If Xs cXr then X2 CXI and K2 - KI 
is the biclique (X2, Yz\Yt ) of B. If Y’s c Yr then Y2 c Y, and K2 - K1 is the biclique 
(X2\X,, Y2) of B. By Theorem 3.1, there is no other case. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Let B be u bipartite c/ominoyfiee qruph. Then s-dim(B) = s-part( B). 
Proof. Any biclique decomposition of B is a biclique cover of B. For any minimum 
biclique cover C={KI,K2 ,..., Kk}CjrM(B), {K; - K,+l - K,+z - ... - Kk.lbi<k} 
is a set of k bicliques of B (Lemma 3.1) that forms a decomposition of B. 0 
3.2. The Galois bttice oj’ bipurtite dominoTfree yruphJ 
Let T = (G!J, ES), I = (XB, Q)), and d’;;*(B) = .x&(B) ii { T. I}. Let < be the order of 
A$(B) defined by VK,, K2 E .x;(B), K2 <KI H XI c .Yz and Yl C YI 
The set x,*(B) ordered by < has a structure of lattice. It is known as the Galois 
lattice (or concepts lattice) of B and we denote it by Gal(B) = (&G(B), < ). 
Definition 3.2. Let B be a bipartite graph. For every e E ES, we denote $k(B, e) the 
set of all maximal bicliques of B containing e, &,(B, e) = {K, g .Y&(B) / e E Ex;} 
The following theorem is only a restatement of Theorem 3.1 using the Galois lattice 
framework. 
Theorem 3.3. .4 bipartite yruph B is doomino;fier if und only iJ’f?w ull et EB the 
restriction qf K: to .X& (B, e j is u totd order. 
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This theorem directly provides an upper bound on the number of maximal bicliques 
of a bipartite domino-free graph B: I%&(B)\ <n x m. It is known that the Galois lattice 
of a bipartite graph can be computed in 0(jXg12 x (IX,] + I&]) x JA&(B)() [3]; so it 
can be computed in polynomial time for bipartite domino-free graphs. 
Corollary 3.1. Let B be u bipartite domino-fvee graph, x EXB and Kl, Kz,K3 E G?&(B) 
such that x E Xl nX2 nx,. Jf KI =C K2 and KI -C K3 then Kz and K3 are comparable. 
Proof. From definition of < we can deduce that Yi 2 Y2 n Y3. Then, for any y E Y2 n Y,, 
{x, y} E EKE nEK3 and by Theorem 3.3, K2 and KJ are comparable. •i 
It follows from the previous lemma that the subgraph of the transitive reduction of 
the Galois lattice of a bipartite domino-free graph B, induced by the set of bicliques 
covering a given vertex of B, is a tree. 
4. Simplifying a bipartite domino-free graph 
Let us consider the hypergraph S = (A&(B), { A&(B,e), e E EB}). Finding a mini- 
mum cover of B amounts to find a minimum transversal of the hyperedges of 2. It 
is then natural to consider only the subsets x~(B,e) which are minimal with respect 
to inclusion. The simplification defined here allows us to consider only such subsets. 
Definition 4.1. Let B be a bipartite graph. < is the preorder on Xs U Ys defined by 
Qx,x’ E X, u Y, such that N(x) # 0, x <x’ H N(x) C N(x’) 
In the following, for x E Xs U &, Succ(x) = {x’ # x s.t. x Gx’}. We can note that the 
vertices x having a non-empty neighborhood which are maximal with respect o < 
(i.e. Succ(x) = 0) are exactly the centers of the stars which are maximal bicliques. 
This relation induces a relation on Eg, defined by 
e = {x, y} and e’ = {x, y’} and y < y’ 
Qe, e’ E EB, e de’ u or 
e={x,y} and e’={x’,y} and x<x’ 
Property 4.1. Let B be a bipartite graph and e E EB. 
eEMin(EB, <)w Xl,k(B,e)EMin({Gf&(B,e’)/e’EEg}, C_) 
Proof. In the following, we take e = (x, y}. 
(+) Assume that 3e’ = {x, y’} E Es such that y # y’ and e’ de. Let Ki = (4, K) E 
X,$(B,e’). As N(y’) 2 N(y) and Xi C N(y’), we have Xi C N(y). By maximal@ of 
Ki, then y E Yi:. Therefore Ki E X,(B, e) 
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B: dashed edges are 
removed m r(B,x) 
Fig. 3. Reduction operation 
(+) We assume now that 3e’ = {x’, y’} E EB such that x~(B,e’) & Xj(B,e). Let Ki 
be the maximal biclique of 3&(B,e’) containing the star of center y’ (Xi =N(y’)). As 
Ki E Xh(B, e), y E & and then y’6y. The edge e” = {x, y’} is such that e” de. 0 
Definition 4.2 (Reduction operation). Let B be a bipartite graph and a vertex x of 
& U 5 such that N(x) # 8 and Succ(x) # 0. The graph r(B,x) is the partial graph of 
B defined by (XR XI,&(B,.~)) with -G(B,~) = B E \{ {x’,z} /x’ E &KC(X) and z E N(x)}. 
Note: Each edge e removed by the reduction operation is a non-minimal edge of B 
with respect to < and then, by Property 4.1, for each of those edges, A&(B,e) is not 
minimal with respect to C. 
Now, let us establish with the two next properties that as well the parameter s-dim 
as the domino-free property are invariant under the reduction operation for domino-free 
bipartite graphs. 
Property 4.2. For a bipartite domino-free graph B, s-dim(B) = s-dim(r(B, x)). 
Proof. 
Lemma 4.1. Let B be a bipartite domino-free graph, Ki E .X&(B), and x’ E Succ(x) 
.yuch that X’ E Xi, x @Xi, and N(X) n Yi # 0. Then VX” EXi, X” E SUCC(X). 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. We have K\N(x) # 0 (otherwise, E C N(x) and the maximality 
of K, contradicts x @Xi). There are two cases: 
- if N(x) C K, then Vx” EX~,N(X) C N(x”) 
_ if N(X)\& #8. Let y be any vertex in N(x)\Yj; we pick yr Ann Yi and y2 E 
K\N(x); then y,yr,y2 are all distincts. The set {x’,x”, yr, y2) induces a C4. The 
set {x’,x, yr, y} induces a C4 too. As {x, ~2) $2 EB (by the choice of y2), and as B 
is domino-free, the edge {x”, y} E EB. Then N(x) 5 N(x”). 
So, in all cases, we have x” E SUCC(X). 0 
Proof of Property 4.2. Without loss of generality, we take x EXB. 
We show first that s-dim(B) < s-dim(r(B, x)). 
Let {KI, . . ,Ki’, . . . ,K~_dim~r~B,x~~ } be a minimum cover of r(B,x). We define the set 
(6 2. . Ks-~im(r(~,x))} by 
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Fig. 4. Proof of Lemma 4.1 
(a) Ki = K,! if x is not a vertex of K,!. 
(b) Ki = B(X/ U SUCC(X), Y:) otherwise. 
Trivially, any Ki is a biclique of B (for case (b), this follows from definition of 
SUCC(X)). Moreover, the set {Kl, . . . , Ks-diel(r(B,.r))} is a biclique cover of B: the edges 
of r(B,x) are covered as Vi, K,! C Ki, and every {x’, y} E EB\E~(B,.~) is covered by Ki the 
biclique obtained from K;, with {x, y} E EK:. So we have: s-dim(B) 6 s-dim(r(B, x)). 
Inversely, let { K1, . . , Ks-liim(B) } be a minimum biclique cover of B where all bi- 
cliques belong to XM(B). We shall construct {Ki,. . , K,i_din7CB)} a biclique cover of 
r(B, x) as following: 
(a) K,! = B(&\Succ(x), K) if x E&, 
(b) K: = B(& F\N(x)) if x $z’xi and Xj n&cc(x) # 0, 
(c) K: = Ki otherwise. 
Clearly, every K,! is a biclique of B. Moreover, EK; = EK, n Erg+): in case (a), this 
follows from the definition of E,.(B,.~), whereas in case (b), this follows from Lemma 
4.1; in case (c), EK, CEQ~). Then every K,! is a biclique of r(B,x). 
*’ ui, I...~-&inr(r(~,.\-)) EK,’ =(UIEI...S-dinz(r(~,x)) EK,)~E~(B,.~)=EB~E~(B,.~) =~L(B,.~), the set 
{KI,. . . KFI-dim(B) } is a biclique cover of r(B,x), therefore s-dim(r(B, x)) < s-dim(B). Cl 
Property 4.3. Let B be u bipartite domino-free graph. Then every reduction of B is 
domino-jiee too. 
Proof. Let us assume that in the reduction of B there is a domino {x,y,xi,y1,x2,y2} 
where {x, y} is the chord. As B is domino-free, at least one of the edges (x2, yi } 
or {xi, ~2) is an edge of B. We suppose that {xi, ~2) belongs to EB and does not 
belong to the reduction of B. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that the 
reduction of B is r(B, y3) with y3 such that N(y3) 2 N(y2) and {xi, y3) E Eg. More- 
over, we have N(y3)9 N(yi) (otherwise {xi, yi} could not belong to r(B,y3)), and 
for the same reason, we have N(ys)gN(y). Then 3x3 ~N(y3)s.t. (x3, y} @EB. As 
N(Y~)GN(Y;!),{-Q,Y~) E-h. The sets {xI,Y~J~,Y) and {xI,Y~,x~,Y~) induce two C4 
sharing the edge {xl,y2}. As there is no edge (x3, y}, and as B is domino-free, the 
edge (~2,~s) belongs to EB. But then, the edge {x2,y2} cannot belong to r(B,y3) 
which contradicts the hypothesis. 0 
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Fig. 5. Proof of Property 4 
Definition 4.3. A bipartite graph is simpltfied when no reduction operation is possible, 
that is, ‘kc,x’ E X, u I$, Na(x) g NB(x’) and Na(x’) g Na(x). We denote by B” a graph 
obtained by applying repeatedly reduction operations until no reduction is possible. 
Note: The proof of Property 4.2 gives the way to compute C C .XM(B), a minimum 
biclique cover of a domino-free bipartite graph B, from a given minimum biclique 
cover C’ C JrM(B’) of B‘. This can be done by visiting in reverse order a list of all 
(u, Succ(u)), u E X, U &, used to reduce B: just update C’ in extending each bicliques 
of C’ containing u to SUCC(U). 
Property 4.4. Let B be LI hipurtite y-uph; then ij N&y )\NB(yz) # II, VXE X8, 
N~cH..~~vI )\N,wr)(yz) # 69. 
Proof. Let xl E NB(_y~)\N&2). If xt EN ,.(B,~)(YI), the property is true. If it is not the 
case, this means xl E Succ(x) and ~1 E NB(x). As {XI. yz} 6 ES, we have {x, y?} @ Eg. 
Then x t Nr(~,.y)(y~ )\Nr(~.x)(~~~ ). u 
In other words, reducing B with reduction operations using vertices in X, does not 
create new reduction operations for vertices in Y, (and reciprocally). So, to obtain B”, 
we can proceed by performing first all reductions using only vertices of one side of B, 
and then all reductions using only vertices of the other side. 
Algorithm 1: SIMPLIFICATION 
Input: B a bipartite graph 
output: BY 
begin 
B’ t ONE SIDE SIMPLIFICATION(B,&) 
B” + ONE SIDE SIMPLIFICAT[ON(B’, Y,) 
end 
Lemma 4.2. The ONE SIDE SIMPLIFICATION u~~orithm upplied on a bipartite graph B 
Gth P E {&, &} computes in time O(lPI x IEBI), th e reduction of B produced by the 
upplicution qf reduction operations using only oertices in P until no such reduction 
is possible. 
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Algorithm 2: ONE SIDE SIMPLIFICATION 
Input: B a bipartite graph, P E {&, &} 
Output: The closure of B by the reduction operation restricted for vertices in P 
begin 
% ZJ = {U E P 1 NB(u) # 0 and &KC(U) # 8) 
% VU, v E P, A(u, v) = lNB(U)\NB(V)I 
1 for each u, v E P such that u # v and NE(U) # 0 do 
au, 0) + ds(u) 
2 for each w E N&v) do 
if w E NB(u) then b,(u, v) + n(u, v) - 1 
if n(u, v) = 0 then 
Add(u, LI) 
Add( v, SUCC( u) ) 
3 while Not Empty?(U)) do 
Choose(u,LI) 
4 for each v E Succ(u) do 
5 for each w E NB(u) do 
6 Remove({v, w}, Es) 
7 for each t E P do 
if t E Ns(w) then 
n(t, v) + A(t, v) + 1 
if In?(t, U) then 
Remove(v, &cc(t)) 
if Empty?(Succ(t)) then Remove(t, LI) 
else 
n(v, t) +- A(v, t) - 1 
if &v, t) = 0 and NB(v) # 0 then 
Add(v, LI) 
Add(t, SUCC( v)) 
Remove( u, LI) 
end 
Proof of the correctness of ONE SIDE SIMPLIFICATION. It can be shown easily that after 
loop 1, n(u, v), LZ, SUCC(U) are correctly initialized. In the same way, the correctness 
of these data at each turn of loop 4 is obvious. 0 
Proof of the complexity of ONE SIDE SIMPLIFICATION. 
l The data structures and their complexity. The sets LZ and Succ are two arrays 
of boolean variables; two integer variables are used to maintain the number of 
vertices in each set. They are updated by the Remove and Add operations. A ma- 
trix of IPI integer variables is used to store n(u, v) for each U,V E P. These data 
structures need O(lP1’) space to be stored; they allow to perform the Choose 
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operation in time O(IPl) and, the Remove, Add and In? operations in constant 
time. 
l Total time complexity. For a vertex u, the neighborhood of each u different from u 
is visited in loop 2. So, for any U, the total cost for the initialization of n(u, c) for 
all L’ different from u is O(~EBI). Then, the global cost of loop 1 is O(IPl x IEBI). 
The total cost of 6 and 7 is O(IPl I x removed edgesi), and this is bounded by 
O(lPI x I&I). At each turn of loop 3, visiting NB(u) in loop 5 takes O(&(u)x 
ISucc(u)~) time, that is O(lremoved edges]) time; so the total cost is bounded by 
0( ~EBJ). Visiting SUCC(U) in loop 4 can be done in 0( IPI) and as loop 3 is repeated 
at most IE’Bl times, the global cost of loop 3 is O(lPl x IEBI). 0 
Theorem 4.1. The SIMPLIFICATION algorithm applied on a bipartite graph B computes 
B” in O(n x m) time and O(2) spucr. 
5. Computing a minimum cover of a simplified domino-free graph 
Property 5.1. Let B be a bipartite simpkjied graph. Then Y’(B) = ,Y;IM(B). 
Proof. Trivial as, by Definition 4.3, any star of B is a maxima1 biclique. 0 
Definition 5.1. Let B a bipartite graph. We denote by G(B) the transitive reduction 
(Hasse diagram) of Gal(B) = (.X;(B), < ), the Galois lattice of B. 
Theorem 5.1. Let B he a bipartite domino-free simpl$ed graph. There is a btjection 
between the edges of B and the maximal paths in G(B). 
Proof. Let e be an edge of B. By Theorem 3.3, the bicliques of .XM(B, e) are pairwise 
comparable and then form a path of G(B). By Property 5.1, the ends of this path 
are stars of B, then we obtain a maximal path by adding the vertices T and I to 
the path. 
Inversely, let (1, KI, . . , K,,, T) be a maximal path in G(B). By Property 5.1, KI and 
Ku are stars of B, and we have KI <Ku. Then KI = (_VB(,(Y), {y}) and K,, = ({x},N~(x)) 
with x E NB(.Y). To this path, the associated edge of B is then {x, v}. 0 
Corollary 5.1. Let B be a bipartite domino-fi-ee simplified graph. Then a subset % 
of XL(B) is a minimum biclique cover ?f’B {f and only iJ‘%’ is a minimum I - T 
separator of G(B). 
Proof. A I ~ T minimum separator G(B) is a minimum transversal of i ~ T paths 
in G(B), then the corollary follows by Theorem 5.1. q 
Corollary 5.2. If B is a bipartite simpl$ed domino;fLee graph with n vertices and m 
edcges, then G(B) has at most n + m edgges and at most n + nz vertices. 
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Proof. Let K =(X, Y) be a non star maximal biclique of B; then 1x12 2 and 1 YJ 22. As 
any star is a maximal biclique of B, K has at least two successors and two predecessors 
in G(B). If we suppress K of G(B) and add all the edges between the predecessors 
and the successors of K in G(B), the number of maximal paths does not change, and 
the number of edges does not decrease. Then the number of edges in G(B)\{T, I} 
is less than the number of maximal paths which is m by Theorem 5.1; so the total 
number of edges in G(B) is less than n + m. By connexity of G(B), the number of 
vertices is less than m + n. 17 
Corollary 5.3. Let B a bipartite simplified domino-free graph; given G(B) the tran- 
sitive reduction of its Galois lattice, a minimum biclique cover of B can be computed 
in O(n x m) time. 
Proof. By Corollary 5.1, we only need to compute a minimum I - T separator of 
G(B). This can be done by using networks flows techniques (cf. [l]) in 0( IAl m) 
where I VI is the number of vertices of G(B), and IAl the number of its edges. The 
result then follows from Corollary 5.2. 0 
As we have noted in Section 3.2 that G(B) can be computed in polynomial time 
on bipartite domino-free graphs, this result is sufficient to establish that s-dim can be 
computed by a polynomial time algorithm. Nevertheless, to achieve an overall O(n x m) 
time complexity, it is necessary to compute G(B) in O(n x m) time or less. So, the 
two next sections provide O(n x m) time algorithms to check the domino-free property 
and to compute the Galois lattice of bipartite domino-free graphs. Moreover, these 
algorithms deal with general bipartite domino-free graphs (not necessarily simplified 
ones). 
6. Checking the domino-free property 
6.1. The domino-free property as a local property 
Definition 6.1 (Neighbor order property (n.0.p.)). Let B be a bipartite graph. To any 
vertex x of & is associated B, = B(X&, YB~ ) the subgraph of B induced by YE= = NB(x) 
and XB~ =NB(YB,). 
B, has the neighbour order property if and only if Vx, ,x2 EXB~ such that NB,(x~) n 
NB, (3 > # 8, then dsx (xl> d dBx (~2 1~ NL (x1 1 C % (~2 1. 
Theorem 6.1. A bipartite graph B is domino-free if and only if ‘V’X E &I, B, has the 
n. 0.p. 
Proof. (=s) Suppose 3x E Xsz such that B, does not have the n.o.p. Then 3x1 ,x2 E x& 
such that xi and x2 have a common neighbour y, dBX(xl ) <dam and NB,(x~ ) g 
NB, (~2 1. 
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By definition of B,, NB,(x) = YB~. If x =x1, we have da,((xt ) = da,(xz) = 1 YB~ 1then 
Ns,(xt ) = No,, which contradicts the hypothesis. If x =x2, Ns,(xz) = YB~ then Ns,(xl ) 
& Ns,(x~) and again a contradiction. The last case occurs when x,x1,x2 are all dis- 
tinct; we have then the three edges : {x, y}, {XI, y}, {xl, y} E ES,. As N~,(xt ) $Z NB,(xz), 
~L’I ENE,(xI)\NB,(xz), so {~~,~~},{~,Y~}~~B,~{~z,YI}~~B,. Moreover ~B,(xI)< 
do,, so NB~((x~)$Z NB,(xI); this implies 3~2 E NB,(x~)\NB,(x~) and we have {x,y2}, 
(x2, y2) E EB, and {XI, yz} @ Eg,. Therefore, the subgraph of B, induced by {x,x1,x2, y, 
yt, yz> is the domino of Fig. 2. 
(+) Suppose that B is not domino-free. Then there exists a domino induced by 
{x,xt,x2,y,~~t,y2}, where {x, y} is the chord of the domino. Without loss of general- 
ity, we can suppose that ds,(xl)<dB,(x2); but we do not have NB,(xI) C NB,(x~), as 
YI E WI) and YI $N(xz). 0 
Definition 6.2. & is the equivalence relation on &> defined by 
VXi,Xj E XBr, Xi A Xj ++ NB,(X~)=NB~(X~). 
We denote by E the quotient graph of B, by A and, for any xi in &, we denote 
by g the equivalence class of Xi. 
; is the order on XT defined by 
Property 6.1. B, has the n. o.p. if and only if Vy E Y,“, (NT(Y), <) is a total order. ~ 
Proof. Trivial by Definitions 6.1 and 6.2. 0 
Let us make the link between Theorems 6.1 and 3.3. 
Definition 6.3. Let B be a bipartite graph and x EX~. XM(B,X) = {(Xi, x) E l&(B) /x 
EX~} is the set of all maximal bicliques of B containing x. 
Definition 6.4. Let B be a bipartite graph and GE XB;. ,9P?ZX(~) is the biclique defined 
by 
Property 6.2. Let B be a bipartite dominofree graph and x EX~. Then (XG ;) is 
isomorphic to (3&(B,x), <). 
Proof. We have obviously XM(B,X) = 2&(BX). 
Let us show that #8X is a bijection from X% to XM(B,). 
l &,q EX~ and xi #x/, .GVX(X,), 9MX(~) E Xk(B~~> and gV&Z) # .@w&). 
Trivial by Definition 6.2. 
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l VK, E 3$(Bx), I~EX~ s.t. 9%7&) = K,. 
Let y E x. As Ki is a biclique of B,, y is a neighbour of any Xj EX~. SO, by 
Property 6.1, the set S = {“j/xj EX,} is totally ordered by <. Then, given F=Min(S, 
<), we have .9Wx(X,) = Ki. 
Let us show that V’~,,E,EXF g < q w 9%?&) <.B’JX,). 
This can be obtained directly from Definition 6.2 which provides Z < x/ H N&Q 
c NE(q). Given 5Wx(?Q = Ki and 9Wx(q) = Kj, we have by Definition 6.4 of BWx, 
x = N%(F) and $ = N%(q) and then, Y c Yj e K, <&j. 0 
Note: As N%(y) is merely the subset of XE whose elements have y as a com- 
mon neighbour, { 9%?#), x7 E NB;( y )} is simply 3&(B, {x, y}) (Property 6.2). So the 
Property 6.1 is only a restatement of the Theorem 3.3. 
Corollary 6.1. Let B be a bipartite domino-free graph. The number of maximal bi- 
cliques of B is bounded by n2. ’ 
Proof. From Property 6.2, IA’&B,x)l= IXB;~ <n, so I&(B)1 <n2. 0 
Definition 6.5. Let B be a bipartite graph and x EXB. 
Let G(B,x) be the transitive reduction of (Xs <) and, for simplicity, let us denote it 
by (XB;’ 4) with &-(5$), the set of immediate predecessors of F in G(B,x). 
Corollary 6.2. Let B be a bipartite dominojiee graph and x EXB. G(B,x) is a tree. 
Proof. Trivial by Corollary 3.1 and Property 6.2. 0 
6.2. Checking the domino-free property in O(n x m) 
Lemma 6.1. LOCAL CHECKING computes &- in O(IXB;I -C IYB;I + lEgI) time if B, has 
the n.o.p. and aborts otherwise. 
Proof of the correctness of LOCAL CHECKING. If LOCAL CHECKING succeeds, it follows 
from Property 6.1 that B, has the n.o.p. It is obvious then, that at each turn of loop 3, 
the computed function c,- for vertices in NB;(y) is correct. Moreover, by Definition 6.2 
of ;, comparable vertices in XK share at least a common neighbour y. So, we have 
l_lyEr,(NF(y), ;) = (Xp ;) and then, LOCAL CHECKING returns a correct c-. 
If it aborts at line 4, there is q such that ?$ has two immediate successors in 
G(B,x), which contradicts Corollary 6.2; if it aborts at line 6, there are y E YB; and 
’ In fact, it can be shown that lX~(Ll)l <WI; the proof is rather tedious, and can be found in [2]. 
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E,~E N%(y) such that d,(FJ<ds;(FJ and N%(F)g No;, so, following 
Definition 6.1, B, has not the n.o.p. 0 
Proof of the complexity of LOCAL CHECKING. Spxe complexity: T, is stored as an array 
of lists so requires O( \XB;\ + IYB;I) p s ace; similarly, V is stored as an array of lists 
and so requires O(~YB;I + DEB;/) p s ace; space needed to store SUCC is 0(/X%1). 
Time complexity: loop 1 is in time O(~XB;I). Loop 2 needs O(lYi~;ll + IEKI). Loop 
3 is in time O(lEB;J). Loop 5 can be done in 0( IEzl) by searching breadth-first &-. 
So the total time complexity is 0( ~XB;I + I YB;I + lEli;l). 0 
Lemma 6.2. Let B he u bipartite graph and x E X,. Giaen B,, B, can be computed 
in O( j&X 1 + I I& / + If%, I ) timr. 
Proof. The computation of B, from the given B,y amounts to compute the relation & 
on XB~. This can be done in 0( IXB~ I + I YB~ I + IEB, I) by successively refining for each 
vertex in Y,,, a partition of XB~ initially having one part. 0 
Theorem 6.2. Checking the domino-free property j&r a given bipartite graph B can 
he done in O(n x m) time. 
Proof. Simply by checking the n.o.p. of each B, using LOCAL CHECKING (cf. 
Theorem 6.1 ). The complexity directly follows from Lemmas 6.2 and 6.1. 0 
Algorithm 3. LOCAL CHECKING 
Input: B, 
Output: G(B,x) = (XE, c-) iff B, has the n.o.p. 
begin 
% T,(k) is the set of vertices xi s.t. d%(Z) = k, for k in l..l YB;I 
‘?A V(y) is NB;(y) sorted by ascending degrees in E for y E YB; 
% for X, in V(y),Predbrc,~(xi) is the predecessor of Fin V(y) 
% Succ(X,) is the immediate successor of F in G(B,x) for X, E Xx 
1 for rurh Z$ E XT do 
I;-(iT) 6 nii 
Succ(FJ + nil 
Ad+?, Tx(dg;(xi))) 
2 for each k in l../ Y%i do 
for each xi in T’(k) do 
for each y in N%(F) do 
AddEnd@,, V(y)) 
3 for each y E YB; do 
for ec& X, E V(v) do 
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if Succ(Predv(,)(@) #xi then 
4 return ‘B, is not domino-free” 
5 for each q,xj such that 5~ G-(Q do 
if N&Q @ N%(x) then 
6 return ‘B, is not domino-free” 
return G(B,x) 
end 
7. Computing the Galois lattice of bipartite domino-free graphs in O(n x m) time 
Lemma 7.1. Let B be a bipartite domino-free graph and x E&. Given z and c-, 
3Wx can be computed in 0( IXB~ 1+ 1 YB~ 1+ IEB, I) time. 
Proof. The computation of 3WX requires only to visit G(B,x) in a depth-first search 
manner, computing NB;(%) for each Xj of G(B,x). 0 
By Property 6.2 and Lemma 7.1, the algorithm LOCAL CHECKING allows us to compute 
(~&(B,x),c-), the transitive reduction of (3&(B,x), <). So in the following, for 
simplicity sake, G(B,x) denotes as well (Xp &-) as (X&B,x), &-). 
Definition 7.1. Let B be a bipartite graph, V C X, 
l Xk(B, V)= UxEV Xj(B,x) is the set of all maximal bicliques of B containing at 
least a vertex of V. 
l G(B, V) = (XM(B, V), r;) is the subgraph of the transitive reduction of (X&B), < ) 
induced by %&(B, V). 
Definition 7.2. Let B be a bipartite graph, V CXB and e E EB. 
l If there exists some biclique of Xj(B, V) covering e, then we denote by C!?r(e) = Ki 
E %&(B, V) the greatest of these bicliques and take IZJr(e)l= 1x1. 
l Otherwise, we take the following understanding: 9v(e) = I; IFJi.(e)l = 0. 
Lemma 7.2. Let B be a bipartite domino-free graph, V c X,, x EXB ) V, K1 E Xj(B,x) 
and eEEK,. 
Kl E Xi@, V @ IK I d KWe>l. 
Proof. (+) Trivial from Definition 7.2. 
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0 K,(B.V) \ KM(B.(xJ) - r, \ r, 
0 KM(B.lxl) \ KM(B,V) - r; \ r; 
o K,(B,V) n K,@.bl) _ _ .+ r; n r; 
Fig. 6. A step of the GALOIS algorithm 
(e=) If IF Id I~de)l th en, as they both cover e, we can deduce from Property 3.1 
(a): $v(e)=Kl or Yr(e)>Kl. Moreover, by Definition 7.2, there is X’E V such that 
??v(e) E X&&x’). We have then x’ EX~ (a) and finally, Kt E A&(&x’). 0 
In other words, for KI E %&(B,x), either KI E X&(B, V) and all edges e of Kr are 
such that I& / < I%r(e)l, or else KI # A&(B, V) and all edges e of KI are such that 
15 I > l~de>l. 
Lemma 7.3. Let B be u bipurtite domino-free graph. Then: 
(a) For x EXB, Ye = {xi, yj} E EB,, YIx)e = 2NX(X). 
(b) For VCXB, XEX~\V, 
ve E ES, s.t. Y+}(e) E XdB,x)\Xb(B, VI, ~{,)(e>>~de). 
Proof. (a) follows directly from Definition 6.4 and Property 6.2. 
(b) Follows directly from Lemma 7.2. 0 
The following GALOIS algorithm computes incrementally the transitive reduction of 
the Galois lattice of B: at each step, the LINK algorithm is used to extend the order 
associated with the bicliques containing at least one vertex in V C&I with the bicliques 
containing a new vertex x (x EXB\V) and not already found. 
Algorithm 4. GALOIS 
Input: B a domino-free bipartite graph 
Output: G(B) 
Var( V) 
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begin 
V t 0; Initialize 9~; %&(B, V) + 0; r; +- 0 
While V #& do 
Choose x E XB\ V 
Compute B; from B, 
G(B, x) c LOCAL CHECKING@) 
Compute 98VX from G(B,x) and % 
X&(4 vu {x1) + &(R V) 
&” {X} + r,- 
LINK(X) 
Add(x, V) 
return (X4(&&), TX;) 
end 
Algorithm 5. LINK 
Input: FEXF 
Output: Add to’S,&(B, V U {x}) all the bicliques of XM(B,X)\&(B, V) 
containing 3$ and initialize TFU 1X) for each of those bicliques; 
update %VU(X) for each edge covered by an added biclique. 
begin 
Choose e = (x’, y) such that x’ E xi and y E N%(X) 
if ds;(F) > 12Jv(e)l then 
Add(ggx(xi), X&X V U {x} )) 
for ~XZC~ ei = (xi, vi) such that xi E X, and JJ~ E NB;(~) do 
%v u {xj(ei > + @@X,(X,> 
for each XJ E T,-(g) do 





Lemma 7.4. LINK computes G(B, VU {x}) using G(B, V) and G(B,x) in O(j& 1 
+ IY&l + IhI) time. 
Proof. The correctness of LINK follows directly from Lemma 7.2 and from Property 6.2. 
Its complexity follows from Corollary 6.2. 0 
Theorem 7.1. The GALOIS ulgorithm computes the trunsitive reduction of the Gulois 
luttice of a bipartite domino-free graph B in O(n x m) time. 
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I?g. 7. Complexity of the computation of the s-dim and s-par/ parameters 
8. Conclusion and further work 
In this paper, we give a new class of bipartite graphs, for which the s-dim and 
s-part parameters can be computed polynomially in O(n x m) time. Incidentally, we 
show that, for this class, the number of maximal bicliques is bounded by n2 and that 
the associated Galois lattice can be computed in O(n x m) time. 
A remaining open question is to better define the border between P and NPC’ in 
regards to the parameters s-dim and s-part. In particular, there are some others poly- 
nomial classes for s-dim [ 121 and s-part [ 1 I], but they are only defined by closure 
of some classes with some composition operations. It would be interesting to classify 
them in the above hierarchy. 
Another question is to know whether there are other problems already known in P 
for bipartite C4-free graphs and bipartite distance hereditary graphs which are also in 
P for bipartite domino-free graphs. Connections of these results with some problems of 
partial order theory deserve a further study, as computing s-dim for a bipartite graph 
is polynomially related to the computing of the dim2 parameter of a partial order. 
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